Helping Precision Machine Shops Be More Productive and Profitable

The Precision Machining Industry and the PMPA
Our history became the future.
By Miles Free – Interim Director, PMPA

In 1865, Joseph R. Brown received patent number 46,521
for the first automatic screw-threading machine. That first
automatic screw machine introduced the revolutionary
ideas of mass production, along with form and dimensional
repeatability to the manufacturing world. Today, as our
world is on the brink of autonomous vehicles, we take for
granted automatic heating and cooling systems where we
live, as well as autopilot and cruise control in our aircrafts
and vehicles. In our shops today, we use both cam-driven
and CNC automatic machines to produce an endless variety
of high precision, custom engineered component parts.
Parts with extremely complex geometries are produced to
tolerances of ten-thousandths (0.0001") or even millionths
of a meter (1 micron). These parts are crucial to all of today’s
technologies, especially those involved with electronics,
transportation, mobility and those critical to human safety.
Our industry has grown, from the model of small family
ownership to support the founding craftsman’s talents,
to almost 4,000 establishments, many still closely held,
generating more than $18 billion in annual production.
NAICS 332721 (Precision Turned Products Manufacturing) is
characterized by the production of parts on a custom order/
contract order basis. According to the U.S. Census, we
employ more than 100,000 people.
The Precision Machined Products Association is the
leading association in North America representing the
interests of the precision turned products manufacturing
industry. Originally founded in 1933 as the National
Screw Machine Products Association, we provide our
member companies with a variety of products, services
and networking opportunities to help them be more
competitive, more compliant with ever-changing regulatory
challenges, and more prepared to sustain their businesses
through generational change. National and local meetings
provide the opportunity for members to learn the latest
developments in management, production and emerging
technologies and compliance issues. Programs covering
technical, quality, financial and operational benchmarking,
human resource management, plant safety and
environmental compliance are areas where our members
find authoritative support. We have made a difference for
our members and the industry in the area of governmental
relations, tax reform and several regulatory issues.

PMPA manufacturing members (contract manufacturers
or job shops) typically outperform the industry in areas
of sales and sales-per-employee as well as experience an
expense decrease in the areas of factory expense and total
conversion costs as they grow their employment, sales and
profitability. PMPA manufacturing member shops comprise
about 6 percent of industry establishments, yet produce
about 21 percent of industry shipments. Average salesper-shop and per-employee are substantially higher than
NAICS averages.
The efficiencies and productivity of automatic production
that was unleashed by Joseph Brown in 1865 lives on in
the shops of the Precision Machined Products Association.
Sophisticated engineering, production, quality and
inventory practices are used to assure customer satisfaction
and part compliance with the strictest human safety critical
standards and requirements. There is a card company that
says, “When you care to send your very best.” The shops
in the PMPA know exactly what that means—every day,
every machine, every part and every shipment. Cars won’t
run and aircraft will not fly if the machinists of the precision
turned products industry don’t make it right. That is why we
associate to share best practices, industry benchmarks and
technical expertise. The whole world is counting on us to
make it right.
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